Evaluation of geochemical anomalies detected in the Boda Claystone Formation
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The Boda Claystone Formation (BCF) is a sedimentary complex researched for decades (Barabásné Stuhl 1981, Fülöp 1994, Varga 2009, Halász 2011). It was chosen the most suitable geological formation to host the high-level radioactive waste disposal (HRWD) facility in Hungary (Hámos et al. 1999, Konrád & Hámos 2006). Since the first mappings it has been known – that the reductive layers of the formation ore-indications appear (Kiss 1960). Since these were not studied, their significance is unknown. The establishment of the radioactive waste disposal facility and a possible-ore extraction are incompatible.

Our study aimed at clarifying the nature of these anomalies; assess their potential as possible economic mineralisation during the geological research for the HRWD-project.

The deep boreholes which penetrated the BCF formation encountered sulphide mineralization in certain intervals. Our evaluation is based on previous publications and reports, as well as the samples of the BAF-2 hole. The characterizations of the samples were made by macroscopically and on polished sections, in addition electron microprobe, XRD and XRF spectrometry measurements were used. A series of samples were assayed for trace element content by ICP-MS methods in the ALS Global Laboratory.

The XRF chemical analysis was used to outline the main element distribution. Applying polished section microscopy and the microprobe studies, and complemented by ICP-MS assay, we could clarify that:

- a section of the upper 100 m thick part of the BCF shows hydrothermal alteration effects, with Cu, Ag, Ba enrichment;
- the origin of sulfide enrichment is – epigenetic and follows the albitionization period, which has been interpreted as late diagenetic process;
- in some REE minerals (monazite, xenotime) located in the microprobe samples structures suggesting remobilisation of REE occur.

Based on these observations, we assume that on the higher level anomaly in the BAF-2 drill hole the reductive geochemical zone worked as trap during at subsequent hydrothermal fluid transport. The lower anomaly of sulphide enrichment does not show relation to any significant base metal or precious metal enrichment.

It could not be verified, neither be excluded if the hydrothermal geochemical anomalies would indicate any ore mineralization of commercial grade. Further detailed sampling is warranted in the upper reductive zone to get better knowledge of the mineral assemblage and its potential economic importance.
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